INTRODUCTION

GS02 is the uniquely designed type of workbench or workstation belongs "Genius Series" – The integrated digital lab solution of SalvationDATA. With the selection on monolithic metal alloy frame and the tempered glass countertop, the combination of materials ensures the durability and stability of GS-02. SalvationDATA also adopts silver, black as the main color, embellishes it with the blue LED light straps, makes the outlook of GS-02 in wonderful Sci-Fi style. GS-02 can be applied to daily office work with customized computer tower and monitors, also could be used with the SalvationDATA’s forensic tower for digital forensic jobs and investigations. Multi-scenes application of GS-02 provides the possibility to satisfies the demands of modern office and in-lab work which requires the flexibility, effectiveness, and professionalism.
**OTHER ANGLES**

**HIGHLIGHTS**

- **High Stability & Durability**
  - Monolithic metal main structure
  - Static-free surface treatment
  - In-lab & practical verification for thousand times

- **User-Friendliness**
  - Simplified streamline design
  - Sectorization for computer, interfaces, monitors, power supply, and the accessory organizer
  - Ultra-wide desktop and spacious under space

- **Comprehensiveness**
  - USB interfaces
  - Power Management
  - Removable metal cabinet

- **Customization**
  - Expandable and renewable computer tower configuration
  - Selectable LED light color
  - Customizable Logo design

**SPECIFICATION**

- Dimensions: 1800 * 940 * 780mm or 1500 * 940 * 780mm
- USB 3.0 * 2

**Optional Specification**

- Monitor: 27 or 32 inch, flat or curved, single or dual
- Movable supporting arms: single or dual
- Computer: customized computer tower or SalvationDATA forensic tower
- Removable filing cabinet

**APPLICATION SCENARIO**